TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS 
SEC. 1/4 COR. 20-21 T 25 R 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO PAGE 14
4" MAPLE N76° 722" GONE 5/4 MAP A-1304
4" MAPLE N23° 1/38" GONE 1/4 A-649
MAP F-27-28 BRASS PLUG 1963 A-893
MAP F-27-7 BRASS ROCK M-80918 1974 A-1018
MAP F-27-19 MAP A-476 A-2524

CONDITION Good FOUND: O.S.H.D. R/W PINS (5/8" IRON PLUG)

COMMENTS: 1/4 CORNER AT ORIGINAL POSITION.

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/2" REBAR WITH 3" BRASS CAP
84" HAT SECTION WEST 40.21

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF: ALLEN E. DUNCAN R.S. 793
GEO UREY
GALE ARTHUR-DAN MCNULT

DATE: 1974 PHOTO:

* = County corner tag affixed.